Host CO_Pyril says:
-@-@-@-@-  RESUME MISSION -@-@-@-@-

CMOJorgas says:
CO: EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE

SO_Vogas says:
:: beaming down to the planet surface::

Host Csnlr_TJ says:
::in quarters::

SO_Vogas  (Transporter.wav)

Host CO_Pyril says:
::leaps at the CMO::

XOZhenzia says:
::on Orion, worrying::

CEOLtJax says:
::on the biobed in sickbay::

FCO_Edge says:
:::Reports @ Helm:::

SciKirkby says:
::beams down with Vogas::

SO_Vogas says:
@:: Renergize and pick up tricorder ::

TAC_Pus says:
:: also beaming down to planet::

Eng_Tagal says:
::: Thinking over what he and the councilor has talked about those many hours ::

SO_Vogas  (Tricorder.wav)

CMOJorgas says:
::::::runs into her office, trying to lock the door with shaking fingers::::::

Host CO_Pyril says:
Computer: Security Lockdown of Sickbay....Authorization Pyril 113

Host CO_Pyril says:
ACTION:  THE AT BEAMS DOWN

XOZhenzia says:
::decides to head down to Captain in sickbay::

SO_Vogas says:
@:: scan for the Mineral that cause the Explosion ::

TAC_Pus says:
@::Draws phaser for protection::

Host Csnlr_TJ says:
::makes her way toward Sickbay::

XOZhenzia says:
Turbolift:  Main Sickbay

SciKirkby says:
@::opens tricorder::

FCO_Edge says:
CO: We're  still at standard Orbit Sur

Host CO_Pyril says:
::leaps at the Office door, fingers slidding and with unhuman strength, throws it open::

CMOJorgas says:
Hears the orders the CO gave the computer and hopes someone heard her scream:::::::::

XOZhenzia says:
::Arrives at Sickbay door::

XOZhenzia says:
::walks straight into door, which doesn't open::

Eng_Tagal says:
::arrives at Sickbay door behind the XO ::

SO_Vogas says:
@:: See that It's located near the Pyramind.. Sign Kirkby and Pusker to follow him ::

SO_Vogas says:
<Pyramid>

Host CO_Pyril says:
::throws the desk aside, and stands over the CMO::

CMOJorgas says:
::::;decides to scream again, just in case:::::     ANYONE: HEEEEEEEEEEEEEEELLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP

Host Csnlr_TJ says:
::arrives at sickbay::

SciKirkby says:
@::follows Vogas::

Host Csnlr_TJ says:
::hears Elena's cries for help::

XOZhenzia says:
::Sees Tagal behind him, and Cnslr - rather embarrased::

Eng_Tagal says:
XO: DOesn't it open ?

TAC_Pus says:
@::follows Kirkby following Vogas::

XOZhenzia says:
TJ, Tagal:  The door seems jammed!

CMOJorgas says:
:::::hears the outer doors to Sickbay open:::::::

Host Csnlr_TJ says:
*Bridge*  The doctor is in trouble, can you identify the threat?

XOZhenzia says:
Computer:  Open this door!

SO_Vogas says:
@:: Scan the Pyramid:: Kirkby: Have you found anything interesting ensign ?

Eng_Tagal says:
:::Flips open manual override panel controls for doors ::

Host CO_Pyril says:
::picks up the CMO, eyes flashing::  CMO:  Help.....me.........

CEOLtJax says:
::Is still recovering from EPS Conduit Shock::

XOZhenzia says:
<Computer>  That command is unavailable.

CMOJorgas says:
CO: Uh, okay, what do you need?

SciKirkby says:
@Vogas: No not really, just ordinary readings

Eng_Tagal says:
::::Pulls at levers inside after a few minutes working on interlocks ::

TAC_Pus says:
@::assigns his security detachment to secure a perimeter::

XOZhenzia says:
Computer:  Re-route command through override XO Zhenzian Alpha Beta 7

Host CO_Pyril says:
::eyes flash back to red, throws the CMO bodily back into the sickbay::  Aloud:  Noooooooooo!

Eng_Tagal says:
XO: It should open now

CMOJorgas says:
CO: OUCH!     ::hits the floor hard:::

XOZhenzia says:
<Computer>  This door has been sealed on level 1 security.

CMOJorgas says:
:::no injuries, but bruised and terrified::::::

Eng_Tagal says:
:::Pulls at on side of door closure ::

Host CO_Pyril says:
Computer:  Site to site transport.....Main Engineering....Energise

XOZhenzia says:
Tagal:  Level One?  Only the Captain....::thinks::  We#ve got to get this door open now!

 SO_Vogas says:
@Vogas,Puskar, Securitys: I hope your all in shape because we are gonna glimp this pyramid.. Puskar, Tells some of your man to stay here and come with us..

Host Csnlr_TJ says:
::: looks irritated::  There must be a way in.  Zhen:  Perhaps if we rerout the circuitry

Eng_Tagal says:
XO: I have the Manuals released it just needs prying

Host CO_Pyril ::disappears from Sickbay:: (Transporter.wav)

XOZhenzia says:
::hears TJ's question and looks at Tagal::

SO_Vogas says:
@:: Wait for Kirkby and Puskar to get ready ::

TAC_Pus says:
@::mumbles something to his team and begins his climb::

CMOJorgas says:
:::::gets out of her office while the Captain is distracted, looking for her hypospray:::::::

XOZhenzia says:
Tagal:  OK.  ::goes over to door and tries to open it::

CMOJorgas says:
::::::hears the transporter and slumps in relief:::::

Host CO_Pyril says:
::shimmers into existance in Main Engineering::

Eng_Tagal says:
:::pulls on other side of door ::

SO_Vogas says:
@:: Begin Climbing to the top of the Pyramid ::

XOZhenzia says:
::face goes red with the strain::

SciKirkby says:
@::climbs up::

XOZhenzia says:
::notices the door has opened a tiny crack::

SO_Vogas says:
@:: Arrive quickly to his Vulcan resistance ::

Host Csnlr_TJ says:
::pushes them all aside, and accesses the panel::  Didn't they teach you anything?  ::shortcircuits some wires::

SO_Vogas says:
@:: wait for Puskar and Kirkby at the top ::

Eng_Tagal says:
:::puls ever more on door which has started to budge ::

CMOJorgas says:
::::;goes over to the door and lets everyone know she is okay, but the captain needs to be found NOW::::::

TAC_Pus says:
@::makes it to the top::

Host CO_Pyril says:
::walks over to the main engineering console and fingers begin to fly::

SciKirkby says:
@::arrives at the summit panting::

XOZhenzia says:
::shoves fingers in door and pulls::

SO_Vogas says:
@:: Do a scan of the area.. Locate what seem to be the mineral that cause the explosion.. ::

CMOJorgas says:
XO: You need to get this door open now, I heard that thing that was supposed to be the captain say he was beaming to engineering!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

FCO_Edge says:
*sickbay* <co>What's Going On Down There

TAC_Pus says:
@Vogas: are we sure that a mineral caused the explosion?

Skelch says:
Hello ALL

XOZhenzia says:
CMO:  Acknowledged.

Host Csnlr_TJ says:
ACTION:  ::TJ manages to shortcircuit the correct wires, and the door opens::

Host CO_Pyril says:
::begins to change the Matter-AntiMatter mixes, adjusting them to dangerous proportions::

SO_Vogas says:
@Puskar: The readings indicated so earlier..

XOZhenzia says:
::hits comm badge::  *Security team to Main Engineering::

Eng_Tagal says:
:::looks at smoke coming from the circuitry ::

Host CO_Pyril says:
*FCO*  Nothing Helmsman....prepare to enter course for Earth...engage on my command...

SO_Vogas says:
@Kirkby,Puskar: But now .. it seem to have degraded..

SciKirkby says:
@Vogas: we still hadn't determined in the lab what the cause was at all

XOZhenzia says:
Computer:  Full lock-out of all engineering systems!  Override priority:  One One One:  Activate!

CMOJorgas ::::::after her message is acknowledged, she goes over to Jax's biobed and applies a hypo:::::::: (Hypospray.wav)

Host CO_Pyril says:
::finishes with a flourish::

Eng_Tagal says:
:::looks in panel :::

Host CO_Pyril says:
*FCO*  Engage at Warp 9.......now...

Eng_Tagal says:
XO: May I suggest that you and the CMO tag the CO and non Copos mentas ?

CEOLtJax says:
::Wakes up::

SO_Vogas says:
@:: scan what's left of the mineral:: Aloud: Fascninating.. It seem to have a very short half-life.. it's almost all degraded now into something else..

XOZhenzia says:
::didn't hear::  Tagal:  SOrry?

CEOLtJax says:
::Looks at the Doctor::

CMOJorgas says:
Jax: How are you feeling today?

Eng_Tagal says:
XO: If you have him declared temp inane you can lock out his controls and overrides

CMOJorgas says:
Jax: You had quite a jolt to your system

Eng_Tagal says:
<insane>

SO_Vogas says:
@:: Scan the Residu ::Kirkby: Do you have any suggestion of what we are to do with that Ensign ?

CEOLtJax says:
CMO: I'm fine doctor, but you don't look so fine...

XOZhenzia says:
Tagal:  Excellent!  ::goes over to panel and makes the necessary adjustments::

Host CO_Pyril says:
*FCO*  Has the course been laid in Helmsman?

Eng_Tagal says:
XO: I suggest a shipwide announcement as well

SciKirkby says:
@Vogas: these readings are as inconclusive as the soil sample ones back on the ship

CMOJorgas says:
Jax: I just had a bad scare, I will be fi...........          ::: now that the crisis is over, she falls over in a dead faint.   How embarressing:::::::

XOZhenzia says:
*XO to Captain Pyril*:  Sir!  We have strong reason to believe you are not in full control of yourself!  I am relieving you of duty - your computer access has been terminated!

CEOLtJax says:
::Looks at the Doctor::

Host CO_Pyril says:
::looks at the reconfigured Warp Systems....like a glove::

CEOLtJax says:
*Sickbay* Jax to Sickbay... oh I AM in sickbay..

SO_Vogas says:
@Puskar: Mmm.. Tell your man to scan the area to see if they can find any other sign of a similar mineral.. :: pick up the residu and put it in a vial ::

Eng_Tagal says:
XO: I may have best go to Eng to check if he has done anything down there

TAC_Pus says:
@Vogas:  I still believe the reaction might have been a combination of things

Host CO_Pyril says:
::, pushes aside an engineering officer still logged in and begins to hack into the computer systems::

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: The ground rumbles beneath the AT's feet

CEOLtJax says:
Sickbay: Anyone in sickbay Help?

TAC_Pus says:
@::  follows Vogas' order and notifies his security team::

XOZhenzia says:
*XO to All Crew*:  I have relieved the Captain of duty.  You will not obey any orders he gives you.  That is an Executive Order.

XOZhenzia says:
Tagal:  Agreed.

Eng_Tagal says:
:::Goes to the TL ::

CMOJorgas says:
::::starts coming around on her own after just a couple of minutes::::::

SO_Vogas says:
@*Orion*: Vogas to Orion.. we haven't anything conclusive down here.. prepare to beam..:: Almost fall.. but didn't ::

Host CO_Pyril says:
::accesses the Command Protocols.....fingers flying at an inhuman speed::

Eng_Tagal says:
TL: Engineering

TAC_Pus says:
@:: stumbles, but maintains his balance::

CEOLtJax says:
::Carry the doctor on a biobed::

CMOJorgas says:
Jax:  ::;looks up at Jax, highly embarressed::::    Uh, I really don't do that very often.

FCO_Edge says:
Computer: As Acting CO Lock bown Captain Steve's Athorization

XOZhenzia says:
::heads to bridge::

SO_Vogas says:
@:: scan the interior of the Pyramid :: *Orion*: Please hold on for a second.. something is happening ..

Eng_Tagal says:
::exits TL and haeds to eng ::

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: SEVERAL BLOCKS FROMT HE PYRAMID FALL CLOSE TO THE AT

XOZhenzia says:
::arrives on bridge to see Captain::

XOZhenzia says:
Captain!

CMOJorgas says:
::::gets up shakily:::

CEOLtJax says:
CMO: Are  you ok?

SciKirkby says:
@::nearly gets hit::

SO_Vogas says:
@Vogas,Puskar: I recommand we get down right now.. :: Run down the Pyramid ::

Eng_Tagal says:
::Spots CO in ENg at boards ::

CMOJorgas says:
Jax: I am fine, like I said, I just had a really bad scare.   Possessed captains will do that to you      :::shakey grin::::

XOZhenzia says:
::realises he has made a bit of an error::

Eng_Tagal says:
*XO* He is down here at the computer controls

Host CO_Pyril says:
::grins evily....not in the system as the CO...and not even on the bridge....::

CEOLtJax says:
CMO: Possessed? What's going on??

TAC_Pus says:
@:: follows Vogas down the pyrmaid::

Host CO_Pyril says:
::turns and looks at Tagal, eyes flashing from blue to red::

XOZhenzia says:
Bridge Crew:  Oh, ermmm, sorry!  That pillar looks a bit like the Captain..   Ermmm....bye..... ::exits stage left::

SO_Vogas says:
@*Orion*: Vogas to Orion.. The area is becomming unstable.. prepare for emergencies beam out..

SciKirkby says:
@::Slips down and slides down the pyramid:: Shouts: whoah!

Eng_Tagal says:
::thinks uh Oh ::

SO_Vogas says:
@:: see Kirkby going down.. pick him up ::

XOZhenzia says:
::by the miracle of knowing where the Captain is, heads to engineering::

Eng_Tagal says:
::Ruhs out of eng area down the coirridors ::

FCO_Edge says:
*ENG*CO: I can't take us out of orbit I suggest you return to Sickbay Sir

CMOJorgas says:
Jax: Well, I am not entirely sure as I can't pin the captain down long enough to Sigmund him, but he appears to have two distinct brain waves and    ::;grin::: you are the only person on the ship qualified for that.

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: THE PYRAMID SLOWLY BEGINS TO CRUMBLE, THE GROUND TREMORS INCREASE IN INTENSITY

TAC_Pus says:
@::shouts for the security team to prepare for beam out::

SciKirkby says:
@Vogas: thanks :)

Host CO_Pyril says:
::slowly walks toward Tagal, hands flexing from open to closed, shaking visibly:: Tagal:  I only wish to improve your people's way of life...

SO_Vogas says:
@*Orion*: Lock on and energize.. ::kepp runing away from the Pyramid ::

Eng_Tagal says:
*XO* I think we need a security team in ENg , his eyes changed from Blue to tred , I doubt he is anything  like we have encountered before

CEOLtJax says:
CMO: I see.... and is the other brain waves evil??

XOZhenzia says:
:sees CO in engineering approaching Tagal::

SO_Vogas says:
@Aloud: We must move to a safer position..

XOZhenzia says:
::does a flying dive and knocks Pyril from his feet::

CMOJorgas says:
Jax: Again, I am not sure, I need to do a full brain scan and right now he is running amuck throughout the ship::::::

SO_Vogas says:
@:: wait for transporter to be actived ::

Host CO_Pyril says:
::rolls over and leaps to his feet::

XOZhenzia says:
Captain:  You must return to...::sees his eyes::  errrr, Sickbay?

FCO_Edge says:
CEO:<CO> Increase Power to the trasporter Beam

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: THE GROUND HEAVES AND SHAKES

Eng_Tagal says:
:::looks about for weapon ::

SciKirkby says:
@::runs away from the pyramid::

Host CO_Pyril says:
::twitches::  XO:  Battle.....::twitch::

XOZhenzia says:
Captain:  Battle?  What battle?

Eng_Tagal says:
*Sec* Detail to Eng NOW

SO_Vogas says:
@*Orion*: Vogas to Orion.. do you hear me I repeat.. do you hear me ?

CMOJorgas says:
*XO*: Do you have him cornered yet sir?

XOZhenzia says:
::watches Tagal from corner of eye, hoping he's trying to get a weapon::

Host CO_Pyril says:
::grabs the XO by his lapels and throws him across the engineering bay::

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: THE AT HEARS NO REPLY, ONLY STATIC

Eng_Tagal says:
::Finds a length of Conduit ::

SO_Vogas says:
@Puskar: Try Contacting the Ship... My communicator is either not fonctionning right ..

XOZhenzia says:
Tagal:  Ahhhhhhhh!  ::THUMP::  Err, no, not really.

XOZhenzia says:
Computer:  Seal Engineering!

Eng_Tagal says:
:::Tries to brain CO with conduit ::

TAC_Pus says:
@*Orion*: Puskar to Orion, come in

SO_Vogas says:
@Puskar: ... or we're all alone right now.. ::keep running to  a area that seem safer ::

Host CO_Pyril says:
::ducks under Tagals strike and does a mule kick into the Engineering Officers solarplexus::

Eng_Tagal says:
:::Falls over :::whoof::

CMOJorgas says:
Jax: I had better head down to engineering and try to get him under control.     ::strolls out before Jax can say that might be a really bad idea::::::

XOZhenzia says:
Computer:  Engineering will be sealed in 5 secondsd

CEOLtJax says:
::Follows CMO to Main Engineering to see what Jax can do::

XOZhenzia says:
Captain:  For the sake of the ship, stop!

Eng_Tagal says:
<sec Detail > ::runs in and fires on the CO ::

CMOJorgas says:
:::::enters the doors and sees the fighting, but the CO doesn't see her::::::::

XOZhenzia says:
::goes over to CO, cautiously::

TAC_Pus says:
@*Orion*: Puskar to Orion... please respond

CEOLtJax says:
::Arrives to Main Engineering::

FCO_Edge says:
*TR* Beam Up the Away ream! NOW!

Host CO_Pyril says:
::executes a hip roll and fires back at the Security team, two phasers blazing::

Host Maryanne says:
*<TR>* Aye sir

SO_Vogas says:
@:: arrive at what seem to be a far distance enough....turns back and look at the pyramid ::

XOZhenzia says:
::wonders how all these people are coming into Eng when it's SEALED!!::

Host Maryanne says:
<TR> Com*AT* prepare for transport

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: THE TR CHIEF BEAMS THE AT TO THE ORION

Host Maryanne  (Transporter.wav)

SO_Vogas says:
@Puskar, Kirkby: Any luck ?.. ::hears the message being transported ::

TAC_Pus says:
::is VERY happy to be back on the Orion::

XOZhenzia says:
::jumps on Pyrils back and tries to make him fall over::

SciKirkby says:
::materialises::

Host CO_Pyril says:
::blasts down the Security team::  The ship?  The crew?  My prizes...my claims...my world

FCO_Edge says:
*TR*<co> Report Chief

Eng_Tagal says:
:::Also jumps on CO after gaining his breath ::

SO_Vogas says:
:: Arrive in TR1:: Chief: Thank you Chief.. it was close..

XOZhenzia says:
Security Detail: Phasers on STUN

Host Maryanne says:
<TR> *Bridge* Transport successful

CMOJorgas says:
::::::gets behind the CO and hits him with the extra strength trank she brought with her::::::::

Host Maryanne says:
::nods::

Host CO_Pyril says:
::flips the XO from his back, and is tackled by Tagal::

CMOJorgas says:
::::;steps back::::::

SciKirkby says:
::returns to the bridge::

Eng_Tagal says:
:::Delivers and Ikate blow to CO's Solar Plaxus ::

CMOJorgas says:
:::::hopes that it will work::::::

SO_Vogas says:
Aloud: You may go to your normal ship duty..Kirkby.. come with me to the bridge..

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: THE MEDICATION HAS NO EFFECT AT THIS TIME

XOZhenzia says:
::as he gets up, thinks 'bloody scriptwriters....'::

Host CO_Pyril says:
::bellows as the Hypo is injected, his eyes red glow begins more brightly, throws Tagal into the CMO::

Eng_Tagal says:
:::off::

CMOJorgas says:
All:  OOF

FCO_Edge says:
*TR*<co> all personal in TR Report to Engineering we have a crisus

SciKirkby says:
::follows Vogas::

SO_Vogas says:
*Bridge*: We are back on the ship.. Heading toward the bridge .. ::not aware of the situation ::

XOZhenzia says:
Captain:  STTTTOOOOOOPPPPP!!!!&*(^&%&^%$&%£!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

XOZhenzia says:
::really quite flushed::

TAC_Pus says:
::head to engineering::

CMOJorgas says:
::::picks herself up off the floor::::

Host CO_Pyril says:
All:  I only wish to preserve your way of life under me....

CEOLtJax says:
Computer: Disable All Engineering Access Authorization Jax Alpha 5

Eng_Tagal says:
::kicks the CO's knee sideways and snaps a few tendons there ::

CMOJorgas says:
All: I am going to have some spectacular bruises from this mission::::::

SO_Vogas Computer: Bridge  (TurboLift.wav)

XOZhenzia says:
::wonders how Jax can disable something THAT'S ALREADY BEEN DISABLED!!!::  LOL

Host Maryanne says:
<Computer> Disabling all engineering access

Host CO_Pyril says:
::grabs Tagal and spins him around, Dislocating his shoulder and throwing him across the room::

FCO_Edge says:
*SO* <co> report to the bridge ASAP

Host CO_Pyril says:
::ignores the seatring pain in his knee::

CEOLtJax says:
XO: It's a different disable command sir

SciKirkby says:
::hears Edge's message as he leaves the TR and goes to ENG::

SO_Vogas says:
:: arrive on the bridge::

TAC_Pus says:
::arrives at enginnering (per FCO Edge) but finds it it sealed and gets confused::

CMOJorgas says:
:::::since her hypo didn't work, she dials up another medication and waits for another opening::::::::

XOZhenzia says:
Jax:  What?  How did you know that?  Can you read thoughts?? Wow!

SO_Vogas says:
Edge: What is it Ensign ?

FCO_Edge says:
AT: The rest of you we need help to contain the CO in Enginnering

Eng_Tagal says:
:::Lands in a heap in corner ::

CEOLtJax says:
XO: I know what my commands are...

XOZhenzia says:
::shouts::  Vogas:  Did you tranquilise him??

CEOLtJax says:
::Walks over to the Warp core and shuts it down completely::

SciKirkby says:
::Knocks on the door of eng::

FCO_Edge says:
:::::Gives command to the SO:::

XOZhenzia says:
<Sorry, CMO, not Vogas>

CMOJorgas says:
XO: I TRIED to sir, but the med I used didn't work.   I will try another as soon as I have an opening

FCO_Edge says:
SO:Your the ranking officer Sir

SO_Vogas says:
Edge: What is the status ?

TAC_Pus says:
::stands outside of engineering, wondering why, wondering where vogas and kirkby are::

SciKirkby says:
::looks at Puskar and wonders why he's wondering wher I am::

TAC_Pus says:
*FCO_Edge*: Puskar to Edge

XOZhenzia says:
CMO:  O.K.

SO_Vogas says:
:: Goes to Command Chair.. ::

SO_Vogas says:
:: hears Puskar::

SciKirkby says:
::kicks the door::

CMOJorgas says:
::::still waiting for the guys to get him down long enough to inject him:::::::

XOZhenzia says:
::decides to have another try at stopping Captain.  Picks up entire Engineering center "table" and throws it at Pyril::

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: THE TWO WARRIORS DANCE THE DANCE OF DEATH, WRESTLING AND ROLLING ON THE DECK, THEY SUDDENLY KNOCK THE CMO OVER, SENDING THE HYPO FLYING

X says:
Greetings

CEOLtJax says:
XO: I shut down the core completely... it will takes 3 days to reinitaize it...

CMOJorgas says:
All: Oh SH*(

FCO_Edge says:
*TAC* The CO is crazy keep your SEC on full alert

CMOJorgas says:
:::::scrambles for her hypo and watches it roll under an engineering console:::::::

XOZhenzia says:
::watches huge console fly though the air towards Captain::

SO_Vogas says:
:: hears that the CO is going crazy ::

Eng_Tagal says:
:::Grabs hypo as it rolls nearby ::

Host CO_Pyril says:
::ducks::

XOZhenzia says:
::console must weigh 40 tons:: :)

CMOJorgas says:
::::looking very undignified while scrambling under the console::::::

Eng_Tagal :::Comes up behind ducking CO and administers Spray ::  (Hypospray.wav)

SciKirkby says:
Puskar: Okay let's break this door, on 3, 1... 2...

SO_Vogas says:
Edge: Since when has the Captain been showing this tottally out of control behavior ?

XOZhenzia says:
::while Pyril is ducking, sneaks up and mega-thwaps him on back of head::

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION; THE MEDICATIONS STILL HAS NO EFFECT ON THE CAPTAIN

Host CO_Pyril says:
::bellows again and grabs Tagal's hand holding the hypo, snapping the bones in it like so many toothpicks::

FCO_Edge says:
*TAC* Do what you can to cotain the CO

CMOJorgas says:
Tagal: Thanks for getting the hypo, if you will give it back, I have one more medication I can try

TAC_Pus says:
*Edge*: I can't get to the CO

SciKirkby says:
...3! ::Charges door::

Eng_Tagal says:
All:: Arrrrgggg !!

XOZhenzia says:
::still mega-thwapping© Pyril::

FCO_Edge says:
SO: Find a way to Transort the CO back to Sickbay

Eng_Tagal says:
:::passes out from pain ::

CMOJorgas says:
Tagal:     :::sees the CO screw up the great job she did putting him back together::::    Never mind, I think you need my help more right now     ::sigh:::

TAC_Pus says:
::watches Kirkby slam himself against door::

Host CO_Pyril says:
::hits the deck after dropping Tagal from the XO's blow....rolling forward and back onto his feet:: XO:  That hurt..........help.....stop.......me.....::rears back and delivers a crushing punch to the XO::

CMOJorgas says:
:::::crawls over Tagal and gets out her medikit:::::

XOZhenzia says:
::feels SuperMegaUltraPain-o-Pain©::

FCO_Edge says:
SO: put a focefield around him when he is on the bio bed

SciKirkby says:
Puskar: hmm, nice dent, now let's try together 1... 2...

TAC_Pus says:
Kirkby: I don't think you're going to get through that door

XOZhenzia says:
COmputer:  Force Field around Indyrian Pyril now!

Host CO_Pyril says:
::continues after the XO::  ::aloud:: Stop....no...::continues throwing punches::.....stop

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: KIRKBY BOUNCES OFF THE DOOR

SciKirkby says:
::falls down::

TAC_Pus says:
::helps Kirkby up::

XOZhenzia says:
Pyril:  Ow.  Ow.  That hurt.  Please stop.  Ow....

CEOLtJax says:
::Thought to himself, I can't really do anything...::

SciKirkby says:
Puskar: thanks

Host CO_Pyril says:
::grabs the XO::  XO:  Now......nothing will stand in my way.....

CMOJorgas says:
::::::sets the bone regenerator down and gets out another hypo to give Tagal a painkiller::::::::

XOZhenzia says:
::feeling very dizzy from hits::

SciKirkby says:
::whips out phaser and chooses setting 16 and aims at the door::

TAC_Pus says:
Kirkby: wait!

SO_Vogas says:
Tac: Can you beam the Captain to the brig ?

CMOJorgas says:
:::::administers the painkiller and attaches the regen unit to the mangled hand:::::::

Host CO_Pyril says:
::rearing back, throws the XO directly at the warp core and the exposed Matter-Antimatter chaber::

SciKirkby says:
Puskar: what's up?

XOZhenzia says:
Noooooo!!!!!!  ::flying though air::

TAC_Pus says:
Kirkby:  ah hell.. blast the door

Host CO_Pyril says:
::watches the XO fly::

Eng_Tagal says:
:::Wakes enough to raise an arm to stop the Xo's Flight ::

SO_Vogas says:
<Tac>:Vogas: Trying to sir.. but I can't seem to lock on him ..

CMOJorgas says:
:::::notes that Tagal is waking up and asks him if he thinks he can walk to sickbay:::::

XOZhenzia says:
::hits warp core....flexi glass breaks under pressure::

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: XO hits the exposed anit-matter and dies

TAC_Pus says:
*XO*: Puskar to Zhenzia, please release door to engineering so we can help

XOZhenzia says:
::lands in warp core as glass automatically seals::

Host CO_Pyril says:
::bellows, grabbing his head::

XOZhenzia says:
:bangs on glass to be let out::

Eng_Tagal says:
::Shudders in horror ::

Host CO_Pyril says:
::slumps to the deck, unconcious::

XOZhenzia says:
::warp core begins to heat up::

TAC_Pus says:
::hears a terrible scream from inside engineering::

XOZhenzia says:
::looks down at arm....it's melting off::

XOZhenzia says:
::hits arm on glass.....blood and goo drips off::

Eng_Tagal says:
::Motions to CMo to check on ther CO ::

SO_Vogas says:
Edge: Ensing.. I'm going down to Engineering.. you have the bridge..

XOZhenzia says:
::pressure in warp core is phemomenal....head begins to be crushed::

CMOJorgas says:
:::::;quickly goes over to the CO:::     CO: How are you feeling?

XOZhenzia says:
AAaaaarrrrrrggggghhhhhhhhhhhh!

FCO_Edge says:
SO:<co> Aye sir

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: HE DIES FINALLY

Host CO_Pyril says:
::dead to the world::

CMOJorgas says:
:::::feels really stupid when she notices he is not even conscious:::::::

Eng_Tagal says:
::Sighs as he knows he will be a witness at the inquest ::

CMOJorgas says:
:::::calls for a litter from Sickbay::::::

FCO_Edge says:
*Engineering*What the hack is going on down there

SO_Vogas says:
:: Give command to Edge and leave for engineering ::

Host CO_Pyril says:
::groans::

Eng_Tagal says:
:::overrides door controls with good hand ::

TAC_Pus says:
::Puskar figures what the hell, rips open a nearby panel, and hotwire the door open::

CMOJorgas says:
::::;waiting for the stretcher::::::

XOZhenzia says:
::body now unrecognizable...just a load of pulp and bone::

SO_Vogas says:
:: Concentrate on Combat Vulcan techics to knc the captain down ::

TAC_Pus says:
::rushes into sickbay to help the doctor::

XOZhenzia says:
::and, the moment you've all been waiting for:  ZHENZIAN DIES!! (AND GOES TO THAT LITTLE STARSHIP IN THE SKY) LOL::

TAC_Pus says:
*Sickbay*: Puskar to sickbay, medical emergency in Engineering

Host CO_Pyril says:
CMO::w::  Whats going on....

SO_Vogas says:
:: Arrived in Engineering and see what's seem to be a organic residu.. Recognize it to be Zhenzian ::

XOZhenzia says:
::suddenly, a little eyeball emerges out of the goo, floats around the wap core, and then explodes a bit more::

Eng_Tagal says:
CO: I am afraid you were out of it and killed the XO

CEOLtJax says:
Computer: Note that Executive Officer Kalin Zhenzian die on Stardate 9804.18

GhostZhen says:
::hovering around, invisible and noncorporeal::

CMOJorgas says:
CO: You had an alien entity sharing your brain, but you seem to be much better now        ::grins weakly::::          ::::NOt time to tell him about the XO::::::

Host Maryanne says:
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>Pause<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
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